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Frequency chirping, a rapid change in frequency over 

time, has been observed in several wave modes in Earth's 

magnetosphere and laboratory plasmas. In the 

magnetosphere, examples of frequency chirping waves 

include whistler mode chorus waves, electromagnetic ion 

cyclotron (EMIC) waves, magnetosonic waves, and 

electron cyclotron harmonic waves. Similarly, in fusion 

plasmas, Alfven modes have been observed to exhibit 

frequency chirping on different time scales. These 

chirping waves generally consist of discrete packets that 

are narrowband and quasi-coherent. Interaction with 

these chirping modes often results in the rapid transport 

of energetic particles in phase space, affecting space 

weather or deteriorating particle confinement in fusion 

devices. Therefore, there is significant research interest 

in understanding the physical mechanism of frequency 

chirping in both communities of space and laboratory 

plasmas. 

 

In this work, we focus on the frequency chirping of 

EMIC waves in the magnetosphere, which has been 

studied only preliminarily. The only theoretical model  

(Omura et al., 2010) of EMIC wave chirping we know of 

is based on nonlinear wave-particle interactions, which 

produces a chirping rate proportional to EMIC wave 

amplitude. Here, we propose a new model of EMIC 

wave chirping based on nonlinear wave-particle 

interaction theories of EMIC waves and the principle of 

the recently proposed “Trap-Release-Amplify” (TaRA) 

model (Tao, Zonca and Chen, 2021) of whistler mode 

chorus waves. Our new model relates the chirping rate of 

EMIC waves not only to wave amplitude via nonlinear 

wave-particle interactions but also to the background 

magnetic field inhomogeneity for the first time, 

providing a more comprehensive understanding of the 

underlying mechanisms of EMIC wave chirping. 

Additionally, we provide a direct quantitative 

comparison between theoretical chirping rates and 

observations. The comparison shows good agreement, 

suggesting the validity of our new model and that the 

same underlying principle of chirping mechanisms exists 

between EMIC waves and chorus waves. Our results, 
therefore, not only improve the understanding of the 

chirping of EMIC waves but also open new perspectives 

for further investigating the chirping mechanism of other 

wave modes in both space and laboratory plasmas. 
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